GROUPS
& EDUCATION
Educaon outside the classroom
EDUCATION
Tourism - NZQA LEVEL 2 US 24730 / US 24728
Geography - NZQA LEVEL 3 AS 91427 (3.2)
Economics
Business
Design
Physics
Mathemacs

I HAVE NEVER LET MY SCHOOLING
INTERFERE WITH MY EDUCATION MARK TWAIN
The inventors and developers of the activity are owner/operators of OGO Rotorua
and are available on site to talk about all aspects of their ideas and developments.

GROUPS
& EDUCATION

We have a wealth of experience in developing a new and unique adventure tourism
experience from scratch and creating a product, brand and activity that is now
known throughout the world.
At OGO Rotorua we ensure your group has a fun time while they’re learning;

EDUCATION
TOURISM



NZQA LEVEL 2 UNIT STANDARD 24730 WORKSHEET
NZQA LEVEL 2 UNIT STANDARD 24728 WORKSHEET




Adventure tourism overview and why it is so important to New Zealand
Why New Zealand is known world-wide for adventure tourism

GEOGRAPHY


NZQA LEVEL 3 ACHIEVEMENT STANDARD 91427 WORKSHEET



Working with local iwi (OGO Rotorua is located on Nga Whakaue Tribal
Lands)
 Working with local governments

ECONOMICS / BUSINESS



Se ng up a new business
Developing business internaonally (North America, Europe, Middle East,
Asia, and Australia)
 Patents and trademarks
 Business development

DESIGN



The process of invenon - from concept to reality
Brand development - logos, staﬀ uniforms, brochures, signage, site layout,
buildings and the intangibles; the look and feel

PHYSICS & MATHEMATICS






Slopes and measurements
Mass of OGOs (and riders and water)
Velocity and momentum
Rotaonal Inera and centre of mass
Fricon

LEARN & RIDE
Ride the OGO as part of the learning experience. Opons for team building
games and events and catered BBQ lunches are also available.

DETAILS
expert knowledge
entertaining speakers
groups of 10+
allow 1 - 4 hours
food & beverage opons
experienced/fun staﬀ

BOOKING
Educaonal talks are free
of charge when 10+ OGO
rides are booked
Please request topics to be
covered at me of booking
1 Free photo CD of group

CONTACT US
Kelly Hemana
(027) 545 3559
kelly@ogo.co.nz

www.ogo.co.nz

